Preparation of Dual-Template Epitope Imprinted Polymers for Targeted Fluorescence Imaging and Targeted Drug Delivery to Pancreatic Cancer BxPC-3 Cells.
Molecularly imprinted polymers were commonly used for drug delivery. However, single-template molecularly imprinted polymers often fail to achieve both drug delivery and precise targeting. To address this issue, a dual-template molecularly imprinted polymer nanoparticle used for targeted diagnosis and drug delivery for pancreatic cancer BxPC-3 cells (FH-MIPNPs) was prepared. In the FH-MIPNPs, the 71-80 peptide of human fibroblast growth-factor-inducible 14 modified with glucose (Glu-FH) and bleomycin (BLM) were used as templates simultaneously, so that the FH-MIPNPs could load BLM and bind to the BxPC-3 cells, which overexpress human fibroblast growth-factor-inducible 14 (FN14). Targeted imaging experiments in vitro show that the FH-MIPNPs could specifically target BxPC-3 cells and that there is no targeting effect on cells without expression of FN14. In vivo antitumor experiment results demonstrated that the FH-MIPNP-loaded BLM (FH-MIPNPs/BLM) could inhibit the growth of xenografts tumor of BxPC-3 (tumor volume increased to 1.05×), which shows that FH-MIPNPs/BLM had obvious targeted therapeutic effect compared to the other three control groups of BLM, FH-NIPNPs/BLM, and physiological saline (tumor volume increased to 1.5×, 1.6×, and 2.4×, respectively). What is more, FH-MIPNPs have low biotoxicity through toxicity experiments in vitro and in vivo, which is favorable toward making molecularly imprinted polymers an effective platform for tumor-targeted imaging and therapy.